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Abstract

Vision-language foundation models have shown remark-
able performance in various zero-shot settings such as im-
age retrieval, classification, or captioning. But so far, those
models seem to fall behind when it comes to zero-shot lo-
calization of referential expressions and objects in images.
In this paper, we show that pretrained vision-language (VL)
models allow for zero-shot open-vocabulary object local-
ization without any fine-tuning. To leverage those capabil-
ities, we propose a Grounding Everything Module (GEM)
that generalizes the idea of value-value attention introduced
by CLIPSurgery [14] to a self-self attention path. We show
that the concept of self-self attention corresponds to cluster-
ing, thus enforcing groups of tokens arising from the same
object to be similar while preserving the alignment with the
language space. To further guide the group formation, we
propose a set of regularizations that allows the model to bet-
ter generalize across datasets and backbones. We evaluate
the proposed GEM framework on various benchmark tasks
and datasets for semantic segmentation. It shows that GEM
not only outperforms other training-free open-vocabulary
localization methods, but also achieves state-of-the-art re-
sults on the recently proposed OpenImagesV7 large-scale
segmentation benchmark. 12

1. Introduction

Vision-language models, trained on large-scale web-based
datasets such as WIT-400M [24], LAION400M [25], or
metaclip-400M [27] with image-text supervision only, have
so far shown a remarkable set of capabilities. These mod-
els such as CLIP [24], OpenCLIP [25], BLIP [12], or re-
cently MetaCLIP [27] exhibit the ability to generalize to
a broad range of downstream tasks like zero-shot image
classification [3, 9, 24], visual question answering [10], ac-
tion recognition [30, 32], image captioning [12, 13], and

1Code available at https://github.com/WalBouss/GEM
2Demo available at https://huggingface.co/spaces/

WalidBouss/GEM
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Figure 1. Qualitative results of training-free methods: given a text
prompt, the similarity of each image token with the prompt is cal-
culated (red:high, blue:low). The proposed GEM method provides
improved grouping and alignment compared to other approaches.

view synthesis [8]. However, models trained with image-
level objectives such as contrastive loss, image-text match-
ing, or image captioning struggle to maintain their zero-shot
capabilities for tasks related to visual localization. Even
worse, when prompting such models for e.g., specific ob-
jects, they show an inverse vision-language relation, thus,
image patches showing the object have usually a larger dis-
tance from the prompt embedding than the background, as
shown in Figure 1.

In order to leverage vision-language models to localize
objects in an open-vocabulary setting, different streams of
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Figure 2. Grounding Everything Module architecture: (left) Overview of the proposed generalized self-self attention block including
(1)iteration and (2)L2 normalization N . The output of the q-q, k-k, and v-v projection is (3) ensembled before applying the skip connection.
(right) The output of self-self attention blocks is aggregated in parallel to the vision transformer in an alternative pathway. The localization
is obtained by the dot product between the patch token output of the GEM and the CLS embedding of the text encoder.

approaches have been proposed. The first line of work trains
a model to detect or segment regions in an image and then
uses the vision-language information to label those regions
as e.g. done in OVSeg[15] or OpenSeg[7]. A second line
of work starts from the pretrained vision-language back-
bone and fine-tunes the model to improve localization, e.g.
PACL [23] or SegCLIP [21]. In contrast to that, a third
line of work recently emerged that focuses on leveraging
the inherent localization capabilities of models trained on
image-level objectives without the need for annotations or
retraining, namely MaskCLIP [34] and CLIPSurgery [14].
Those training-free models try to process patches resp. to-
kens of the original model in a way that keeps them aligned
to the language space and to avoid the inversion of image
patch representation and text prompt. MaskCLIP showed
that removing the MLP of the last layer avoids the vision-
language inversion (see Figure 1). CLIPSurgery extends the
pretrained ViT backbone of the CLIP model by a so-called
“surgery pathway” which accumulates the value-value at-
tentions of the original backbone over several layers. While
adding the surgery pathway shows a significant perfor-
mance improvement, it is not clear how this mechanism im-
pacts the overall processing to achieve that improvement.

In this paper, we analyze the properties that result in the
characteristics observed e.g. for CLIPSurgery and enforce
them within a new, generalized self-self attention architec-
ture. First, we show that the value-value attention can be
generalized to a self-self attention, as any key-key, query-
query, or value-value representations show similar charac-
teristics. Practically, we show that any form of self-self
attention increases similarity among groups of similar to-
kens, compared to the standard q-k attention. To control the
group formation, we propose a set of regularizations: first,
we L2 normalize the projected vectors; second, we com-
bine this with an adaptive temperature τ for the proposed
self-self attention operation, showing that the combination
of those two elements results in good performance across all

setups without the need for hyperparameter tuning. Third,
we show that repeating the self-self attention several times
further increases the group formation. Finally, we ensemble
over all self-self attention types to allow for an integration
of all cues. An overview of the resulting Grounding Every-
thing Module (GEM) architecture is shown in Figure 2.

We evaluate the proposed method on two challeng-
ing tasks, open-vocabulary zero-shot semantic segmenta-
tion and zero-shot point prediction. For the first task, we
leverage PascalVOC [6], PascalContext [22], as well as
ADE20K [33] dataset. For the second task, we employ
the large-scale OpenImages V7 [1] dataset with almost 6K
annotated classes. In all cases, we show improved results
over all current training-free methods [14, 34] and compet-
itive results in comparison to other approaches that require
some form of fine-tuning [21, 28, 29]. It further shows that
training-free methods in general and the proposed approach
in particular are superior to all other approaches on the zero-
shot point prediction on the OpenImages V7 dataset, report-
ing state-of-the-art results on this challenging task.

We summarize our contributions as follows: (1) Inspired
by Li et al. [14], we show that self-self attention can be
used as a technique for training-free open-vocabulary ref-
erential expression localization and segmentation based on
pretrained vision-language models. (2) We propose the
Grounding Everything Module (GEM) as a combination of
self-self attention together with a set of regularizations that
allows to generalize over a range of VL models and datasets.
(3) We provide an in-depth evaluation of our model and
training-free methods in general, showing that they are able
to keep up or even outperform fine-tuned methods on large-
scale open vocabulary localization tasks.

2. Related works

The success of large-scale vision-language models like
CLIP has sparked interest in leveraging their abilities for
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tasks like open-vocabulary object localization.
Given the lack of ad-hoc localization properties of VL

models, one line of approaches focuses on localization first
e.g., by training a region-proposal detector or a segmen-
tation network [11]. They then use the respective vision-
language models as a form of post-process labeling by com-
puting the correlation of the respective regions with the text
prompt. A representative example is OpenSeg [7] that fine-
tunes a model using class-agnostic masks and image-text
pair data based on ALIGN [9]. Similarly, OVSeg consists of
one segmentation model trained to generate class-agnostic
masks in an open-vocabulary fashion, and one CLIP model
adapted to classify these masks. MaskCLIP(3) [4] adopts a
similar strategy by using a Class-Agnostic Mask Proposal
Network followed by a visual encoder based on CLIP to
both refine the mask prediction and classify it. By relying
on a localization model with a closed set vocabulary, i.e.,
not trained on a web-scale dataset with a large vocabulary,
the classification performance is focused on the vocabulary
of that model. Recently, GroundingSAM was proposed as a
combination of GroundingDINO [19], a model that lever-
ages various sources of region-level supervision, such as
masks and bounding boxes available for different vision
tasks to train a general-purpose localizer, and SAM [11]
to generate segmentation masks from the bounding boxes
generated by GroundingDINO. Combining the supervision
from various tasks allows these models to be trained on mil-
lions of samples with fine-grained supervision, thus achiev-
ing good performance for a large set of tasks.

Alternatively, some works propose to adapt the vision-
language model architecture and training process to fa-
vor the emergence of localization. SegCLIP [21] and
GroupViT [28] modify the ViT architecture by interleav-
ing regular transformer blocks with grouping blocks that al-
low the grouping of semantically similar tokens into learn-
able group tokens used to compute the contrastive loss
with the text. Similarly, ViL-Seg [17] and OVSegmen-
tor [29] respectively use online clustering and Slot Atten-
tion [20] for grouping visual features into semantically co-
herent clusters and in addition exploit self-supervision for
refinement. Alternatively, ReCo [18] leverages a retrieval
process to obtain finer supervision and PACL [23] trains a
decoder on top of CLIP with a grounding loss. While these
methods use image-caption pairs as supervision, they re-
quire heavy filtering of the dataset, like extracting common
nouns, which makes the dataset lose its free-form text char-
acteristic. Thus, such approaches do not fully benefit from
the vision-language models’ large-scale characteristics.

Some methods refrain from training and instead adapt
the pretrained vision-language model to make them work
on fine-grained localization tasks. MaskCLIP [34] proposes
discarding the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) of the last
layer of the vision transformer and utilizing the final value
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Figure 3. Detailed Illustration of GEM for a number of iterations
for the iterative self-self attention equal to 1, where the block N
corresponds to L2 normalization.

projection to extract dense patch-level features. Building
upon this concept, CLIPSurgery [14] introduces a novel
pathway called the ”surgery pathway” that operates in par-
allel with the original vision transformer (ViT) backbone of
the CLIP model. It employs value-value instead of query-
key attention and aggregates the output of multiple layers
via residual connection. Following [34], the value-value at-
tention is directly used without a subsequent MLP. To local-
ize an object based on an input label or referential expres-
sion, the distance is computed between the token output of
the last layer and the respective text embedding. The pro-
posed work builds upon this stream of work and not only
extends the value-value attention to a normalized self-self
attention but also provides an in-depth analysis of the inner
workings of self-self attention.

3. Grounding with Self-Self Attention
In the following, we introduce the Grounding Everything
Module (GEM) by first generalizing the concept of value-
value attention [14] to a broader set of projections as self-
self-attention and introduce an iterative extension that, to-
gether with a temperature regularizer, allows to control the
formation of groups of visual features. Second, we consider
the connection of the proposed self-self attention (and also
CLIPSurgery’s value-value attention) to clustering, show-
ing in simulations that it can act as a form of clustering.

3.1. GEM: Grounding Everything Module

Self-Self Attention. We first review the concept of value-
value attention, showing that, while it allows connecting
features from the same semantic region, the same proper-
ties can be observed for key-key or query-query projections.
CLIPSurgery defines value-value attention as:

Attnvv = softmax(V · V T ), Ovv = Attnvv · V (1)
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with V = xWv ∈ Rn×d with x representing the patch to-
kens output by a ViT layer, n represents the number and d
the dimension of tokens, respectively, and Wv is the learned
value weight matrix of the original ViT backbone, and Ovv

is the output of the value-value surgery block.
As a first step, we replace the value projection by either

the query or the key projection taken from the original path-
way. We, therefore, introduce a generalized self-self atten-
tion Attnss as extension of the value-value attention as:

Attnss = softmax(xWproj · (xWproj)
T ) (2)

with x ∈ Rn×d again representing the patch tokens output
by a ViT layer, and Wproj being a projection matrix of the
respective ViT layer Wproj ∈ {Wv,Wq,Wk}. We evaluate
the performance for each projection in Table 1 on the Pas-
cal VOC and Pascal Context datasets (for evaluation details
see Section 4.1). It shows that the query-query and key-key
attention leads to the same or improved performance com-
pared to value-value. Compared to regular self-attention
(query-key attention) as used in the CLIP baseline, any self-
self attention improves performances significantly. We dis-
cuss in Section 3.2 that this can be attributed to self-self
attention increasing the similarity of already similar patch
tokens, thus leading to cluster formation.

Normalization and Adaptive Temperature. In the self-
self attention setting, projected tokens with high norms
might disproportionately influence other tokens, regardless
of their similarity with other visual tokens. We therefore
propose an L2-normalization for each projected token be-
fore computing self-self attention. We can further guide the
cluster formation by introducing a temperature τ in the soft-
max formulation of the self-self attention Attnss as:

softmax(a, τ) =
eai·aT

j /τ∑
l e

ai·aT
l /τ

(3)

where, · is the dot product operation. Assuming a zero-shot
setting without access to labeled training or validation data,
we aim to fix the temperature τ for the self-self attention
so that it performs well without requiring hyperparameter
tuning. Therefore, we propose an adaptive temperature us-
ing the average norm of the visual tokens before projection
times the temperature originally used to train ViT as

τ =
N ·

√
d∑

i ||xi||2
, (4)

where N is the number of visual tokens and d the dimension
of tokens, respectively. This combination of normalization
and adaptive temperature improves the group formation and
thus the localization as shown in Table 1. Further details on
temperature ablation are available in Section 4.3.

Projection Norm.+Temp. VOC Context

CLIP - 10.4 7.7

v-v ✗ 41.9 30.5
k-k ✗ 43.9 31.0
q-q ✗ 43.8 30.8
qkv ✗ 43.1 30.7

v-v ✓ 44.4 31.9
k-k ✓ 44.8 32.0
q-q ✓ 44.7 31.5
qkv ✓ 45.1 32.3

Table 1. mIoU for v-v, k-k, and q-q attention and qkv ensemble
on PascalVOC and PascalContext with and without L2-Norm and
adaptive temperature.

Iterative Self-Self Attention. We propose to iteratively
apply the proposed normalized self-self attention to facil-
itate the gradual refinement of the cluster formation of se-
mantically related visual tokens. More formally, given input
visual tokens denoted as x ∈ Rn×d and a projection matrix
Wproj ∈ Rd×d, the k-th iteration of our iterative self-self
attention is described as:

p0 =
xWproj

||xWproj ||2
pk′ = softmax(pk−1 · (pk−1)T , τ) · pk−1

pk = pk′

||pk||2

(5)

where p0 is the is the normalized projection input to the self-
self attention operation, pk is the output of the k-st appli-
cation of the self-self attention as described in Equation 5,
multiplied with the output of the k− 1 iteration and divided
by its norm. After K iterations of self-self attention, the out-
put (for the Wproj projection), denoted Oss, is obtained by
applying the assignment to the values since they are trained
to carry semantic information:

Oss = softmax(pK · (pK)T , τ) · V (6)

Practically, we found that one additional iteration, so two
successive self-self attentions, is sufficient for most cases.
We therefore, fix the iterations to one throughout the paper
and provide an ablation in Section 4.3.

qkv-Ensemble. We finally ensemble the iterative self-self
attention applied to the query, key, and value projections to
integrate the information brought by the different projec-
tions. The output Oqkv of the proposed qkv-ensemble at-
tention is formally described as follows:

Oqkv =
(Oqq +Okk +Ovv)

3
(7)

where Oqq, Okk, Ovv are the outputs based on the respec-
tive projection matrices Wq,Wk,Wv . Table 1 shows the
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Figure 4. Evaluation of self-self attention for different numbers of
iterations and temperature on a set of 20 random vectors (dim=5).
It shows that as the number of iterations increases, self-self atten-
tion forms larger groups of clusters.

improvement achieved by ensembling over the three nor-
malized projections (see Figure 3).

3.2. Self-Self Attention for Clustering

Practically, self-self attention calculates the similarity be-
tween each visual token and every other visual token. These
similarities are then employed in the transformer as weights
in a weighted sum operation used to update the tokens. As
a result, tokens are updated with a weighted sum of tokens,
with more weight on more similar tokens, converging to a
respective mean representation corresponding to a cluster
center. To validate this assumption, we conducted a simu-
lation based on a set of 20 d-dimensional random Gaussian
vectors representing the input token x and a random lin-
ear projection as Wproj . We iteratively apply the proposed
self-self-attention including normalization and with differ-
ent temperature parameters on the 20 vectors. As shown in
Figure 4, this process leads to a clustering of the 20 vec-
tors using self-self attention. Moreover, it shows that higher
temperature, as well as more iterations, lead to fewer, but
larger clusters, while fewer iterations and a lower tempera-
ture enforce more and smaller clusters. In practical scenar-
ios, complex datasets with many classes per image might
benefit from a less clustered feature space, consequently re-
quiring fewer iterations.

We can further connect this behavior to the Lipschitz
constant of the used projections to the self-self attention’s
grouping effect. More formally, in finite dimension, any lin-
ear operator is Lipschitz continuous and under the l2 norm,
its Lipschitz constant is given by the spectral norm of the
weight matrix – i.e. the largest singular value of the weight
matrix. Let Wproj ∈ Rd×d′

denotes the weights matrix of

the linear projection and C its Lipschitz constant, we have:

∀x1, x2 ∈ Rd,||x2Wproj − x1Wproj ||2 ≤ C||x2 − x1||2

C = max
||x||2 ̸=0

||xWproj ||2
||x||2

(8)
For the self-self attention to reinforce the similarity of to-
kens already close to each other (i.e. representing the same
object), we need the self-self attention projection to pull
these tokens closer to each other. In other words, the linear
projection must be a contraction, i.e. C < 1. Conversely, a
Lipschitz constant too small will result in having unrelated
tokens to be mixed together. For the here analyzed models,
we validated the Lipschitz constant across all projections as
follows: Cvalue = 0.51± 0.073, Ckey = 0.63± 0.091 and
Cquery = 0.66 ± 0.104. Moreover, the similarity between
tokens (i.e. grouping) in the self-self attention is further
enforced by doing multiple (per head) parallel projections,
all with a Lipschitz constant < 1, as seen in value-value,
query-query, or key-key projections. Hence, tokens that are
similar under all the projections will share information.

4. Evaluation
4.1. Setup

Datasets. PascalVOC [6] provides segmentation masks
for 20 classes in natural images, focusing on common ob-
jects like cats, dogs, cars, and airplanes. An image con-
tains 1.5 classes on average. Following previous works [14],
[34], we evaluate on the validation set.
Pascal Context [22] extends PascalVOC to 59 classes,
supplemented by a background class. Compared to Pas-
calVOC, it provides dense annotations for the whole scene.
We evaluate on the test set, comprising of 5, 104 images
with an average of 4.8 classes per image.
ADE20K [33] is a scene parsing dataset with 150 fine-
grained classes. We use its validation set comprising of
2000 images with an average of 9.9 classes per image.
OpenImages-V7 [1] provides annotations for a large set of
images with a widely diverse spectrum of objects and real-
world scenarios. For the following evaluation, we leverage
the point-wise annotations of the validation set, with 36, 702
images featuring 5, 827 distinct class labels. For each ob-
ject, a set of positive and negative point annotations is pro-
vided. For this evaluation, for each image, we consider only
classes present in the image.
Implementation. For all experiments, we use the original
pretrained weights of the respective vision-langauge models
as provided by their authors, namely CLIP [24], OpenCLIP
[3], an open-source replication of CLIP, and BLIP [12] and
MetaCLIP[27]. We apply the GEM architecture with the
proposed normalization and adaptive temperature and one
iteration for all datasets and models. We compute a dense
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Method Encoder Model Dataset Loc. Loc. mIoU
Pretraining Annotation anno. FT VOC Context ADE

SPNet [26] ResNet101 scratch COCO, VOC, Context SM ✓ ✓ 15.6† 4.0† -
ZS3Net [2] ResNet101 scratch VOC, Context SM ✓ ✓ 17.7† 7.7† -
MaskCLIP(3) [4] ViT-B/16 CLIP COCO SM ✓ ✓ - 45.9 23.7
OpenSeg [7] ENet-B7+FPN ALIGN COCO, Loc. Narr IT, UM ✓ ✓ 72.2 48.2 24.8
CLIP-ES [16] ResNet101 CLIP COCO-Stuff-171 IC ✓ ✓ 75.0 - -
OVSeg [15] ViT-B/16 CLIP COCO-Stuff-171 UM ✓ ✓ 94.5 55.7 29.6
ViL-Seg [17] ViT-B/16 scratch GCC IT ✗ ✓ 34.4† 16.3† -
GroupViT [28] ViT-S/16 scratch GCC+YFCC IT ✗ ✓ 52.3 22.4 9.2
SegCLIP [21] ViT-B/16 CLIP CC, COCOcap IT, ICap ✗ ✓ 52.6 24.7 8.7
OVSegmentor [29] ViT-B/16 DINO GCC IT ✗ ✓ 53.8 20.4 5.6

PACL [23] ViT-B/16 CLIP WIT-400M IT ✗ ✓ 72.3 50.1 31.4+CC12M, YFCC
CLIP [24] ViT-B/16 CLIP WIT-400M IT ✗ ✗ 10.4 7.7 1.7
MaskCLIP(2) [5] ViT-B/16 scratch YFCC IT ✗ ✗ - 17.2 10.2
MaskCLIP [34] ViT-B/16 CLIP WIT-400M IT ✗ ✗ - 25.5 -
MaskCLIP* [34] ViT-B/16 CLIP WIT-400M IT ✗ ✗ 28.6 23.8 10.2
CLIP Surgery [14] ViT-B/16 CLIP WIT-400M IT ✗ ✗ - 29.3 -
CLIP Surgery* [14] ViT-B/16 CLIP WIT-400M IT ✗ ✗ 41.2 30.5 12.9
GEM (our) ViT-B/16 CLIP WIT-400M IT ✗ ✗ 46.2 32.6 15.7
GEM (our) ViT-B/16 MetaCLIP metaclip-400M IT ✗ ✗ 46.8 34.5 17.1

Table 2. Comparison on zero-shot semantic segmentation: Models marked with † are evaluated under relaxed constraints, specifically
on a subset of unseen classes. * signify our evaluation. We use the following short form, COCO: COCO2017, GCC: Google Conceptual
Captions 12M, YFCC: YFCC15M, CC: Conceptual Captions, COCOCap: COCO Captions. SM: segmentation mask, IT: image-text, ICap:
image caption, UM: unlabeled mask, IC: image classes.

semantic segmentation prediction for each image as fol-
lows: For each patch we compute the cosine similarity be-
tween the patch tokens of the vision encoder and the text
embedding of each dataset class name. We use the fol-
lowing prompt as input for the text encoder: ”a photo of
a {class name}”. Finally, we upsample the segmentation
predictions to the input image size via bilinear interpola-
tion. If the input image is larger than the one used during
the model training, we adapt the learned positional embed-
dings via bicubic interpolation. Note that we do not per-
form any retraining nor fine-tuning of the vision-language
model, showing the possibility to localize queries with mod-
els trained on image-level only and without the need for any
localization information during training or fine-tuning.

Evaluation. Zero-shot segmentation entails the ability of
a model to segment objects in an image without prior train-
ing on the evaluated classes. Following common prac-
tice [21, 28, 29], we evaluate zero-shot semantic segmen-
tation by the mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) for
PascalVOC, PascalContext and ADE20K. Following [28],
we resize each input image to have a shorter side length
of 448. For PascalVOC we predict only the foreground
classes and get the background by thresholding the softmax-
normalized-similarity between the patch tokens and the text
embedding of each class name (using a fixed threshold of
0.85). For Pascal Context, we follow common practice and

evaluate only on the 59 foreground classes. ADE20K pro-
vides a dense annotation and therefore does not consider
background. For zero-shot point prediction, we leverage
the OpenImages-V7 dataset. For each positive class in the
image, we scale the prediction between zero and one and
use a fixed threshold of 0.5 to obtain the predicted mask.
We follow the authors’ guidelines [1] and compute the IoU
over the sets of positive and negative ground-truth points for
all classes in the respective image, denoted p-mIoU.

4.2. Comparison to State-of-the-art

Zero-Shot Semantic Segmentation. We first compare
the proposed approach for the task of zero-shot seman-
tic segmentation. We consider three groups of state-of-
the-art methods in open-vocabulary segmentation: First,
we consider methods trained resp. fine-tuned with some
form of labeling information, e.g. hand-annotated seg-
mentation masks, such as OpenSeg [7], CLIP-RIS [31],
MaskCLIP(3) [4], and OVSeg [15]. Note that most of
those methods are trained on similar domains and vocabu-
lary as the test datasets. Second, we report the performance
of models trained explicitly for segmentation on image-
caption pair annotations, i.e., GroupViT [28], OVSegmen-
tor [29], SegCLIP [21], and ViL-Seg [17]. While those
methods do not use location annotation, they anyway fine-
tune existing backbones for the task of localization. We also
consider PACL [23] in this group, which trains a decoder
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Method Loc. anno. Loc. FT p-mIoU fps
OVSeg* [15] ✓ ✓ 22.5 1.41
SegCLIP* [21] ✓ ✗ 32.1 21.39
GroupViT* [28] ✓ ✗ 36.5 24.61
CLIP [24] ✗ ✗ 27.6 42.10
MaskCLIP* [34] ✗ ✗ 42.0 42.43
CLIPSurgery* [14] ✗ ✗ 47.8 38.47
GEM-CLIP (our) ✗ ✗ 50.9 37.24
GEM-MetaCLIP (our) ✗ ✗ 51.9 37.24
GroundingSAM* [11, 19] ✓ ✓ 53.3 0.59
GEM-SAM-CLIP (our) ✓ ✗ 53.4 0.45
GEM-SAM-MetaCLIP (our) ✓ ✗ 55.2 0.45

Table 3. Comparison on zero-shot point prediction: We choose
the best performing available approaches for ADE20K from Ta-
ble 2 and apply them on the OpenImagesV7 dataset. We further
report inference speed as fps for each model on one Nvidia A6000.

on top of CLIP using a loss designed for patch grouping.
Finally, we directly compare against methods that perform
training-free zero-shot segmentation, namely MaskCLIP,
MaskCLIP(2), and CLIPSurgery. We report the mIoU in
Table 2. It shows that the proposed method consistently
outperforms all training-free approaches. It further shows
that training-free methods are able to outperform vision-
language models fine-tuned specifically for localization on
the more complex dataset PascalContext and ADE20K sur-
passing all other models except PACL.
Zero-Shot Point Prediction: To evaluate the true open-
vocabulary qualities of the proposed method, we compare
our method on the OpenImageV7 dataset with a vocabulary
of almost 6k label classes to the strongest available trained
or fine-tuned semantic segmentation models from Table 2,
namely OVSeg, SegCLIP, and GroupViT, as well as to all
training-free methods. Table 3 reports the p-mIoU and the
inference speed for all methods. First, it shows that training-
free methods i.e. GEM, CLIPSurgery and MaskCLIP, pro-
vide a significantly better performance than trained or fine-
tuned methods supporting the intuition that fine-tuning on
a smaller, but cleaner dataset reduces the vocabulary lead-
ing to lower performance on datasets with large vocabulary
like OpenImagesV7 (see Section 4.6 for qualitative com-
parison). For completeness, we also report numbers for
the recently released GroundingSAM architecture [11, 19]
that uses labeled bounding boxes and class-agnostic masks
during training. To directly compare, we use the output of
GEM to label masks generated by prompting SAM with a
grid of points. It shows that even in this case, the proposed
training-free method is able to outperform the fine-tuned
GroundingSAM architecture.

4.3. Abalation

Temperature. To assess the performance of the proposed
components, we first regard the impact of normalization
and adaptive temperature. To this end, we compute the
proposed adaptive temperature following in Section 3, i.e.,

1/Temperature

m
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no norm(Context)
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Figure 5. Evaluation of localization performance for CLIP ViT-
B/16 (left) for the PascalVOC and PascalContext dataset with and
without normalization and adaptive temperature. It shows that the
proposed temperature provides best results in both settings.

CS GEM
iter 0 0 1 2 3

VOC 41.2 45.1 45.5 46.2 45.6
Context 30.5 31.5 32.6 31.9 31.1

Table 4. Influence of iterations for the self-self-attention in the
GEM architecture. More iterations are better for fewer classes per
image, less iterations work better for more classes.

τ = N ·
√
d∑

i ||xi||2 and report the segmentation performance for
multiples of this temperature for ViT-B/16 on two datasets,
PascalVOC and PascalContext in Figure 5. We observe that
the combination of normalization and temperature achieves
the highest mIoU consistently across both datasets, but also
that it achieved this performance consistently with the pro-
posed temperature (multiplication factor equal to 1), indi-
cating the effectiveness of our proposed heuristic as well as
the robustness and generalizability, as it allows to adapt to
the specific characteristics of the input vector.

Iterations. Second we consider the impact of the num-
ber of iterations on the performance of the system. To
this end, we evaluate PascalVOC and PascalContext for
K = {0, 1, 2, 3} iterations and also compare to the per-
formance of the original CLIPSurgery pipeline in Table 4.
Overall, it shows that more iterations, namely two, slightly
improve performance for VOC, a dataset with few classes
per image, and that fewer iterations work slightly better for
Context, a dataset with more classes per image. While the
number of iterations can be used as a tunable hyperparam-
eter, we fixed it throughout the paper at one to allow for a
real zero-shot scenario.

4.4. Architecture and Model Size

To explore the generalization abilities of the proposed
method, we further extend our analysis beyond the ViT-
B/16 model, including ViT-B/32 and ViT-L/14, as well
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Figure 6. Metrics to analyze the localization properties of CLIP, CLIPSurgery, and our method GEM. Each metric is computed on the
training set of the PascalVOC dataset.

Backbone Model VOC Context V7

ViT-B/16
CLIP 46.2 32.6 50.9

OpenCLIP 43.1 31.7 49.9
BLIP 42.8 23.5 45.2

MetaCLIP 46.8 34.5 51.9

ViT-B/32
CLIP 40.5 27.0 46.6

OpenCLIP 39.3 23.9 45.5
MetaCLIP 38.2 28.2 46.7

ViT-L/14

CLIP 44.6 28.6 46.3
OpenCLIP 40.0 27.5 42.4

BLIP 32.1 21.4 44.9
MetaCLIP 45.7 26.9 40.9

Table 5. Evaluation of the GEM architecture on various pre-
trained vision-language backbones showing better performance
for smaller patch size (ViT-B/16 compared to ViT-B/32) and ar-
chitecture (ViT-B compared to ViT-L).

as to other vision-language backbones, namely Open-
CLIP [25],as an open-source replication of CLIP, thus to
investigate the generality on an architecture closed to CLIP,
BLIP [12], as is trained with a multi-task objective, and
MetaCLIP [27] as the currently best-performing zero-shot
classification model. Table 5 shows the results for the differ-
ent models and backbones. As expected, for a fixed ViT-B
size, increasing the patch size from 16 to 32 reduces the per-
formance slightly. We further observe that larger ViT-L en-
coders do not yield better localization performance. Specif-
ically, GEM-ViT-B/16 consistently outperforms its larger
counterparts GEM-ViT-L/14. Finally, BLIP, as the only
model trained with multi-objectives, tends to perform lower
in localization than models trained solely with an image-
text contrastive loss.

4.5. Analysis of Localization Properties

In Figure 6, we assess the factors contributing to the local-
ization performance of the proposed method. We assume
that for good localization in vision-language models, two
essential properties must be fulfilled: visual distinctiveness
as the meaningful grouping of visual feature representa-
tions, and vision-language alignment as the alignment of
these groups with the textual descriptions encoded by the
language model. To capture the visual distinctiveness, we
consider two metrics: first, (a) patch-patch similarity, the

similarity among patches within each layer, as well as, sec-
ond, (b) object-background contrast, the contrast between
foreground and background patch tokens. For this metric,
we leverage the segmentation masks of the training set of
the PascalVOC dataset [6]. For vision-language alignment,
(c), we measure the contrast between the similarity of the
text embedding, the text-[EOS] token, and the foreground
patch embeddings, and the similarity of the text-[EOS] to-
ken and the background patches.

We see an increase in patch-patch similarity (a) from
CLIP to CLIPSurgery most likely due to the clustering
induced by the self-self attention and the slight decrease
from CLIPSurgery to GEM due to the added normalization
and temperature. This is recovered by the higher object-
background contrast (b) of GEM over CLIPSurgery and
CLIP, pointing to the effective clustering of visual tokens
and their ability to distinguish between distinct objects. Fi-
nally, the analysis of text-object similarity demonstrates im-
proved alignment between visual tokens and text embed-
dings, enhancing vision-language integration.

4.6. Qualitative Analysis

In the following, we discuss qualitative results for GEM:

Comparison of vision-language models Figure 7 com-
pares the localization performance of GEM applied to dif-
ferent vision-language models, namely, CLIP, OpenCLIP,
MetaCLIP and BLIP. Overall, MetaCLIP produces sharper
and more accurate localization compared to other models.
It is also able to better identify objects, e.g., only GEM-
MetaCLIP was able to localize ”Glove” (Figure 7 Row 2).
Compared to that, GEM-BLIP, the only model trained with
a multi-objective loss (contrastive, image-text matching and
captioning) is still able to localize objects most of the time,
but its segmentation mask is less precise.

Analysis of Failure Cases Next, we review some failure
cases in Figure 8. For the first image, when prompted with
the text description ”Human body”, the model segments
both the human and the car body. For the second image,
prompted with ”Vehicle registration plate”, the model fo-
cuses again on both the car and registration plate. This ef-
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Figure 7. Qualitative comparison of GEM applied to different
Vision-Language models.

Original PromptImage Adapted Prompt
Human body Vehicle body

Vehicle registration plate License plate

Boy body

Vehicle

Figure 8. Failure cases and adapted prompts from the OpenIm-
agesV7 dataset.

fect can be mitigated by decoupling the emphasized word
into “Vehicle” and “License plate”, as shown in Figure 8.
We attribute this type of failure case to the text encoder,
paving the way for future research.

Comparison to other methods Figure 9 offers a quali-
tative comparison between different open-vocabulary seg-
mentation methods. Included in the comparison are meth-
ods that use localization information (bounding box or
mask) during training e.g. GroundingSAM and OVSeg, that
use a training strategy specifically tailored for segmentation
e.g. GroupViT and SegCLIP, and training-free methods e.g.
MaskCLIP, CLIPSurgery and our method GEM.

Figure 9 shows that methods that were trained with local-
ization information output high-quality masks (see ”Cat”,

”Squirrel” and ”Jet Ski”) when the object is correctly iden-
tified. However, they are not able to detect entities in im-
ages that usually don’t appear in detection and segmentation
datasets. For example, neither GroundingSAM nor OVSeg
are able the localize the ”Boxer” or the ”Violin” in the car-
toon (Figure 9 row 8 & 9). This shows the limitation of
using handcrafted segmentation annotation during training
as they require too much effort to annotate and hence cover
a much-restricted scope of entities.

Methods that either fine-tune a pretrained Vision-
Language like SegCLIP or train from scratch, are able to
accurately segment common objects – e.g. ”Cat” (Row 3),
”Squirrel” (Row 6) and ”Lizard” (Row 4) in Figure 9 – ex-
plaining the high performance they get on simply dataset
like PascalVOC. However, these methods are unable to seg-
ment the rarest entities like the ”Jet Ski” (Row 2), ”Logo”
(Row 7), or even the ”Flag” (Row 11). We attribute this lack
of diversity to their training strategy that involves the cura-
tion of the vocabulary of the used image-text pairs, there-
fore, reducing the size of the learned vocabulary.

Conversely, training-free methods like MaskCLIP,
CLIPSurgery, and GEM benefit from the millions of image-
text pairs that vision-language models are trained on, to be
able to identify a diverse set of entities. While the segmen-
tation masks of such models are not as sharp as the one
outputted by GroundingSAM for example, they are able to
localize objects like ”Tattoo” (Row 1), ”Television” (Row
4) and ”Rope” (Row 10) that GroundingSAM is not able
to localize. GEM outperforms its training-free counterparts
in terms of segmentation sharpness (more defined contours
and fewer holes) and is also able to localize objects missed
by MaskCLIP and CLIPSurgery e.g. ”Logo” (Row 7).

5. Conclusion
In this work, we introduce the Grounding Everything Mod-
ule, leveraging the latent localization capabilities of VL
models trained on web-scale datasets. We propose a self-
self attention pipeline for extracting localization informa-
tion from vision-language models, complemented by a set
of regularizations to ensure generalizability across diverse
models and datasets, effectively enabling open-vocabulary
localization without the need for additional training.
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Grounding Everything: Emerging Localization Properties
in Vision-Language Transformers

Supplementary Material

The supplementary material is organized as follows: We
provide a link to a GoogleColab demo in Section 7. We
then cover additional implementation details and present the
rollout of one block in Section 8. We further provide addi-
tional experimental ablation results in Section 9. In Sec-
tion 11, we give more details on the analysis of localization
properties and provide additional studies about those prop-
erties. Finally, Section 10 provides additional details about
the grouping factors.

7. Colab Demo
We provide a GoogleColab demo at the following link:

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/

1f9aUbIpQIfEB8ZTUh3Krco8bIPqH3Pn3 ? usp =

sharing

8. Additional Implementation Details
GEM is built in parallel to the vision transformer by pro-
cessing input features coming from the vision transformer
through a series of ensembled iterative-temperature regular-
ized self-self attention. We fix the number of iterations of
self-self attention to one for all layers, i.e., we apply one
step of self-self attention to the normalized projected fea-
tures and one step of self-self attention to the values using
the temperature heuristic as proposed section3.1. Figure 3
shows the rolled-out processing pipeline for self-self atten-
tion with one iteration and ensembled over queue-queue,
key-key, and value-value attention. In the first iteration step
self-self attention is computed on the respective query, key,
or value projection following Equation 5 (main paper), fol-
lowed by self-self attention of the respective projection ap-
plied to the value projection following Equation 3 (main pa-
per). Finally, all three projections are ensembled following
Equation 7 (main paper).

9. Additional Ablation
To gain a deeper understanding of the factors influencing
the performance of our method, we provide two additional
ablations. Namely, we disentangle GEM’s performance for
the depth of the vision transformer at which we apply self-
self-attention and evaluate the effect of adding the MLPs
from the vision transformer encoder after the self-self at-
tention in the alternative pathway.

Impact of path length: In Table 6 we evaluate the seg-
mentation performance of GEM applied to CLIP for two

model sizes (ViT-B/16 and ViT-B/32) for different starting
layers. We report the mIoU on PascalVOC. For both ar-
chitectures, the performance remains significantly stable as
long as GEM is applied before the last layers with best per-
formance at a depth of three to five layers. We attribute
the performance stability to the fact that the skip connec-
tions are essentially an exponential moving average applied
at each layer. Therefore, the influence on the output fea-
tures of the first layers decays exponentially. In general, we
fix the depth d of GEM to equal to d = 4 for all reported
experiments.

Impact of MLP: Originally, the studied vision-language
models were trained using MLPs in their transformer
blocks. While MaskCLIP [5] and CLIPSurgery [14] al-
ready showed the negative impact of the MLP, we further
assess the influence of these MLPs on the downstream per-
formance for the GEM architecture. Table 6 reports the
mIoU on PascalVOC for ViT-B/16 and ViT-B/32 for dif-
ferent depths with and without the MLPs. We can see that
adding MLPs have a slight negative effect on the down-
stream performance. While this is not a significant drop, it
still shows that omitting MLPs will in general lead to better
results.

10. Further Details on Cluster Analysis
Section 3.2 discusses the idea that self-self attention acts
as a form of clustering. In Figure 10 we extend the simula-
tion presented in Section 3.2 to more iterations and tempera-
tures. We further add the point-cluster associations reduced
to two dimensions via PCA to further visualize the cluster
formation. In general, we can observe that increasing the
number of iterations (from top to bottom) leads to fewer,
larger clusters. The same holds for the temperature param-
eter where a higher temperature also leads to larger, fewer
clusters.

11. Analysis of Localization Properties
In Section 4.5, we examine the factors contributing to the
localization performance of the proposed method. In the
following we provide details on the metrics used, a fur-
ther discussion of the results as well as an analysis of those
characteristics with respect to the depth of the GEM path.
We assume that for localization in vision-language models,
two essential properties must be fulfilled: visual distinctive-
ness, which refers to the meaningful grouping of visual fea-

1
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Backbone MLP depth: 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
layer: L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 L10 L11 L12

ViT-B/16 ✗ 45.1 45.4 45.4 45.5 45.5 45.3 45.6 45.5 45.2 43.8 4.8
ViT-B/16 ✓ 41.6 42.0 41.7 41.6 41.9 42.3 42.2 42.1 42.4 38.8 26.2
ViT-B/32 ✗ 41.0 41.0 41.1 41.2 41.2 41.3 41.4 41.5 40.3 26.1 5.1
ViT-B/32 ✓ 39.7 39.6 39.7 40.0 40.1 40.1 40.2 40.3 38.4 21.6 4.3

Table 6. Evaluation of depth and impact of MLP on PascalVOC. We report mIoU performance depending on the depth resp. the starting
layer of the self-self attention pipeline. It shows that starting at the middle layers provides best results, but also that higher layers can
provide good results. In general, self-self attention without MLP outperforms self-self attention with MLP.= 0.07 = 0.10 = 0.13 = 0.18
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Figure 10. Visualization of self-self attention on a set of 20 vectors: In the top 3 rows, a set of 20 vectors undergoing self-self attention for
iterations K = {3, 10, 30} and temperatures τ = {0.07, 0.1, 0.13, 0.18}. Displayed are the 20 data points (reduced to two dimensions via
PCA) and their color represents a smooth cluster membership (the vector into which they are transformed is translated into a color value.)
We further show the attention matrix for each configuration (the points were manually ordered for visual simplicity.) It shows that as the
number of iterations and/or the temperature increases, self-self attention produces larger fewer clusters.

ture representations, and vision-language alignment, which
refers to the alignment of these groups with their respective
textual descriptions encoded by the language model. In the
case of CLIP, vision-language alignment translates to align-
ing patch tokens with the ViT [CLS] token, as the [CLS] to-
ken was trained to correlate with text embeddings through
contrastive learning.

11.1. Visual Distinctiveness

For visual distinctiveness, we consider two metrics:
Patch-Patch Similarity. This captures the similarity
among patches within each layer. We define an overall path-
patch similarity as Spp = 1

n(n−1)

∑
i,j
i̸=j

xi · xT
j .

An increase in patch-patch similarity indicates a higher
tendency for tokens to share similar characteristics. How-
ever, high global path-patch similarity can also indicate that
all patch tokens are near-identical, thus reducing localiza-
tion effectiveness.
Object-Background Contrast. We, therefore, further con-
sider the object-background contrast. A critical character-
istic of a model’s localization proficiency is the ability to
ensure similarity among patch tokens representing the same
object while maintaining separation between those repre-

senting distinct objects. This characteristic permits the for-
mation of semantically coherent clusters within the embed-
ding space. To this end, we adapt the Michelson contrast to
measure the contrast in the similarity between foreground
and background patch tokens. For this evaluation, we lever-
age the segmentation masks of the training set of the Pas-
calVOC dataset [6]. For a given segmentation mask M of
an object, we first compute the overall inside-to-inside sim-
ilarity (noted SM

in,in) and inside-to-outside (SM
in,out):

SM
in,in =

1

m(m− 1)

∑
i,j∈M
i ̸=j

cos(xi, xj)
+,

SM
in,out =

1

m(n−m)

∑
i∈M
k/∈M

cos(xi, xk)
+

(9)

Here, m = |M | is the area covered by the mask, and the
positive part function is employed to clamp negative simi-
larities to zero, i.e. ·+ = max(0, ·). The object-background
contrast (CM ) for an object mask M is then defined as:

CM =
SM
in,in − SM

in,out

SM
in,in + SM

in,out

(10)
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Figure 11. Text-Object-Background contrast of CLIP (original)
compared to GEM for different starting depth on PascalVOC for
CLIP-ViT-B/16.

We average across all the masks in the dataset: MCM =
1

|M|
∑

M∈M CSM , with |M| being the total number of
masks. Note that the ground truth masks are only used for
analysis here.

11.2. Vision-Language Alignment

Second, we consider the problem of vision-language align-
ment. Here, we aim to measure the contrast between the
similarity of the text embedding representation of the class
and the foreground patch embeddings, compared to the sim-
ilarity of the text embedding and the background patches.
Text-Object-Background contrast. Let p ∈ Rn×d be the
patch token outputted by the vision transformer, where n is
the number of patches. For a segmentation mask M , the
associated class name is denoted as c(M), and we denote
tc(M) ∈ R1×d the text embedding of that class. We com-
pute the overall text-object similarity (noted TSM

txt,obj) and
text-background similarity (SM

txt,bg):

TSM
txt,obj =

1

m

∑
i∈M

cos(tc(M), pi)
+,

TSM
txt,bg =

1

n−m

∑
k/∈M

cos(tc(M), pk)
+

(11)

The text-object-background contrast for mask M is then

defined as: TCM =
TSM

txt,obj−TSM
txt,bg

TSM
txt,obj+TSM

txt,bg

This metric is sub-

sequently averaged across all masks in the dataset to de-
rive the global text-object-background contrast MTC =
1

|M|
∑

M∈M TCM .
A higher positive value for MTC signifies that fore-

ground patch embeddings are closer to their correspond-
ing text embeddings than background patch embeddings. A
negative value would indicate an inverse relationship.

11.3. Analysis

Figure 6 in the main paper shows the results for the de-
scribed metrics for CLIP, CLIPSurgery, and GEM for differ-
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Figure 12. Object-Background contrast of CLIP (original) com-
pared to GEM for different starting depth on PascalVOC for CLIP-
ViT-B/16.
ent numbers of iterations. The observed increase in patch-
patch similarity from CLIP to CLIPSurgery, in Figure 6a, is
due to the clustering induced by the self-self attention. We
contribute the slight decrease for GEM to the added nor-
malization and temperature. This is recovered by the higher
object-background contrast of GEM over CLIPSurgery and
CLIP, pointing to the effective grouping of visual tokens and
their ability to distinguish between distinct objects. Further,
the analysis of text-object similarity demonstrates improved
alignment between visual tokens and text embeddings, en-
hancing vision-language integration. Notably, CLIP, while
exhibiting similar levels of visual distinctiveness in terms of
patch-patch similarity and object-background contrast, sig-
nificantly lags in terms of vision-language alignment, show-
ing a negative text-object contrast, which means that back-
ground patches tend to align more closely with object-class
text embeddings. This aligns with earlier findings in Li et al.
[14] and Mukhoti et al. [23].

We further analyze the impact of GEM with respect to
the depth of the self-self attention as well as in compari-
son to the original model for a CLIP ViT/B-16 model on
VOC. We show the object-background contrast (Figure 12)
as well as the text-object-background contrast (Figure 11)
after each layer as well as for different depths. While
the object-background contrast first drops by applying self-
self attention, it also shows that it usually recovers after
3-4 layers, while the original CLIP architecture keeps a
higher contrast, but significantly drops in the last three lay-
ers. Comparing this with the behavior of the text-object-
background contrast (Figure 11), we can see that the patch-
language alignment of the original CLIP backbone drops
significantly after layer six and only recovers in the last
layer while the alignment of the self-self attention module
consistently increases. Note that the original CLIP back-
bone always shows a negative text-object contrast, which
means that background patches are more closely aligned to
the object-class text embedding than the objects themselves
while GEM reaches a positive alignment in the last layers.
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